Reasons to try Circuit
Tired of email overload?
Then try having a conversation in Circuit instead. Start a private conversation with a colleague or your team. Or an Open conversation and engage everyone in the discussion. Spend less time managing email and more time doing what you need to do.

Feeling isolated while working remotely?
Circuit’s HD video and natural conversation feed will keep you from feeling disengaged or disconnected from the rest of the team. Start and stop the conversation as you would naturally and never again feel at a disadvantage for working remotely.

Need to spark excitement into your meetings?
Sometimes virtual team meetings can be boring. Try Circuit to inspire your teams and spark conversations and engagement. Get creative with rich text font formatting, upload pictures and share documents. And don’t forget to express yourself with fun and professional Emoticons.
Using too many tools to accomplish one thing?

If you’re frustrated with too many disparate tools to communicate with, try Circuit. It gives you one tool that lets you collaborate in all the ways that come natural to you. Start a voice conversation with one click. Add video to warm it up, send messages back and forth while sharing files or your screen. All is available from one easy to use tool.

Struggling to find files and information?

If finding, viewing and sharing files on the spot is critical to your job, then try Circuit. It stores all your files with the conversations where they happened. Whatever you shared, viewed, or discussed during your conversations can easily be found. And if you happen to miss a meeting, no worries, you’ll find what you missed as well - anytime you need it.

Are you always on the go?

Keep going! Circuit will go wherever you go, so you can collaborate and access files from wherever you want, when you want, and how you want. Connect from your PC, Mac, iPhone or iPad and move your active calls with you while you’re in transition.